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It’s a misconception that every child’s first word will 
refer to their parents. I once babysat a girl who picked ‘Oh 
look!’ instead. Since first utterances are signifiers that 
encompass the entire world, she applied her cheerful ‘Oh 
look! Oh look!’ to whatever fell under her gaze, as proof 
of the aleatory connection between all things visual 
and verbal. 

The artist Rodrigo Hernández is a self-confessed 
fan of René Magritte and, particularly, his essay ‘Les 
mots et les images’ (Words and Images, 1929, published 
in La Révolution surréaliste), which calls into question 
our automatic ways of seeing and abstracting the world. 
Hernández’s paintings, reliefs, sculptures and installations 
operate like machines for flexing the imagination by trig-
gering encounters between imagery and meaning-making. 

Hernández’s titles are narrative, poetic, philosophical 
and often mysterious, like fragments to be deciphered. 
Take, for instance, ¿Qué escucho cuando escucho el discurrir 
del tiempo? (What Do I Hear When I Hear the Flow of Time?, 
2019), a quote from the American psychologist William 
James. For his installation, which occupied the facade and 
Cube room of the Sala de Arte Público Siqueiros in Mexico 
City, Hernández painted a colourful, constructivist grid on 
a wall, upon which he interspersed a number of mounted 
sculptures. This staging encouraged the contemplation of 
time, the relativity of its duration and extension, and our 
ways of encoding sensory information in memory. I like to 
think of Hernández as an adept employer of the ‘evidential 
paradigm’, an expression coined by the historian Carlo 
Ginzburg in his 1986 book Clues, Myths and the Historical 

Method to define the modern process of reconstructing a 
historical context by means of evidence. The artist loves to 
keep interpretations open, like his literary hero, the French 
writer and winner of the 2014 Nobel Prize in Literature, 
Patrick Modiano, who mines memory and its failures and 
refrains from crafting fully cohesive plots, despite often 
borrowing the format of detective stories. Hernández used 
the opening line of Modiano’s novel Missing Person (1978) as 
the title for his 2016 solo exhibition, ‘I Am Nothing’, at the 
Heidelberger Kunstverein. Pedigree (2019), his sculptural 
installation at Galleria Campari in Sesto San Giovanni, 
pays homage to Modiano’s eponymous 2005 memoir. 

Born in Mexico City, and based between Lisbon and 
his hometown, Hernández is more than accustomed to the 
slippages of meaning across cultures, languages and nar-
ratives. His parents enrolled him in a Japanese immersion 
school in Mexico City until the age of 17. He then studied 
history and philosophy before turning to art, which he 
pursued at Jan van Eyck Academie in Maastricht and the 
Kunstakademie in Karlsruhe. His fondness for the syn-
esthetic leanings of the futurists, from Filippo Tommaso 
Marinetti to Giacomo Balla and Fortunato Depero, evident 
in his recent vivid papier-mâché sculptures – such as Natal 
(Christmas) and Abraço (Embrace, both 2019) – is rooted 
in the freedom of interpretation and misinterpretation 
inherent in all forms of translation. Surrealism is another 
key reference, especially the enigmatic paintings of the De 
Chirico brothers, Giorgio and Alberto (better known as 
Alberto Savinio). Savinio’s fascinating novel Hermaphrodito 
(Hermaphrodite, 1918) is an exercise in polysemy and 
polyphony, with different languages co-existing in the 
same sentence and four different endings.

‘The Gourd & the Fish’, Hernández’s 2018 exhibition at 
SALTS, Basel, was inspired by Josetsu’s Catching a Catfish 
with a Gourd, a 15th-century ink painting that also serves 
as a ko−an – a story or question formulated to test a student’s 
understanding of Zen Buddhism – on the non-duality of 
reality. The artist divided the small exhibition space into 
two identical halves, creating adjoining rooms with parallel 
entrances guarded by hanging polyurethane casts of a non-
descript figure, like twin translucent ghosts. Inside, he 
painted the walls in dizzying red and blue optical stripes, 
and installed two vibrant geometric reliefs in painted 
papier-mâché, partially inspired by vintage Emilio Pucci 
patterns. The result was an immersive environment in 
which eye and object, figure and background, two and three 
dimensions continuously played off each other. Hernández 
adopted a similar strategy for ‘O mundo real não alça voo’ 
(The Real World Does Not Take Flight, 2018, after a poem by 
Wisława Szymborska) at Pivô, São Paulo, where a chequered 
pattern was repeated across the walls and columns of the 
space, so that his cardboard reliefs both blended and con-
trasted with their supports. As a possible countermeasure 
to the ephemeral nature of his installations, Hernández’s 
repoussé bas-reliefs in hand-hammered brass fix images 
that emerge from beneath the surface of his material. 
And yet, as the title of one piece from 2019 warns: Nothing 
Is Solid, Nothing Can Be Held in My Hand For Long. It’s a lyric 
from a song by Sonic Youth, whose title, in turn, says it all: 
‘Kill Time’ (1987) B 

RODRIGO HERNÁNDEZ

Art in the gap between words and images
by Barbara Casavecchia

Barbara Casavecchia is a contributing editor of frieze and a writer 
and curator based in Milan, Italy. 
 
Rodrigo Hernández is an artist based in Lisbon, Portugal, and Mexico 
City, Mexico. In 2020, he will have solo exhibitions at I·stanbul Modern, 
Turkey, Museum of Modern Art, Medellín, Colombia, and SCAD Museum 
of Art, Savannah, USA. His installation Pedigree is on view at Galleria 
Campari, Sesto San Giovanni, Italy, until 14 February.
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Rodrigo Hernández 
GALERIE FONS WELTERS

A wide, waist-high white plinth stood in the middle of the narrow front 
room of the gallery. Behind it, a slim temporary wall, also white, 
blocked the view to the rest of the larger space beyond. This created the 
corridor-like setup that Rodrigo Hernández, who divides his time 
between Lisbon and his native Mexico City, designed for his recent 
exhibition “Dampcloot.” The show included nine playful, intensely 
colorful papier-mâché sculptures, all likewise titled Dampcloot and 
numbered 1 to 9 (all works 2020). Placed close together on that plinth 
in the center of the room, they seemed to explode as a point of focus in 
the neutrality of the white cube. The group (including the support) could 
well have been seen as a single multipart work rather than a gathering 
of separate pieces. The only work separated from the rest was a framed 
watercolor drawing, Dampcloot D, on the other side of the false wall.

Each of the sculptures had its own specific palette and patterning, 
yet they were all characterized by modest dimensions—none reached 
two feet in any dimension—and chromatic brightness. Even the grisaille 
Dampcloot D has a patterned layering and scale that accentuated its 
commonality with the other works. Collectively, they all seemed to 
share some kind of symbolic or even metaphysical function. The com-
bination of curvilinear with rectilinear forms, their assertion of a direc-
tion that related to where and how their interconnected shapes abruptly 
ended, and the frequent presence of appendages that framed as well as 
obscure their sculptural and spatial surroundings all emphasized that 
this grouping was a presentation of abstract postulations. The arrange-
ment was a gathering of ideas—some evidently fragmentary, others 
more complete—that had literally been given shape and color and vol-
ume, but most of all had been posed to accentuate a sense of collective 
presence and the permeability of the works in relationship to one 
another. Each piece represented an initial idea or construct, which was 
then expanded by the contextual positioning and the angle from which 
it was seen and understood. This vibrant collection of compressed sup-
positions stood crowded yet in unison on the clear-cut boundary of the 
shared white base. 

And here was where the title Dampcloot came into play. The word 
was invented by seventeenth-century Flemish mathematician Simon 
Stevin, who coined it as a Dutch translation of Galileo’s “vaporum 
sphaera,” vaporous realm—what later became known as “atmosphere.” 

Stevin combined two short words—as sounds and as hints for vision—
to represent something still in movement, to describe something that 
could not yet be precisely explained by science. It was a way to conjure 
up meaning without assigning it a fixed foundation. While Hernández’s 
works and their presentation seemed detailed in their construction and 
conceptual underpinnings, they also remained open in ways that could 
further stimulate new connotations and constellations of significance.

—Huib Haye van der Werf

OSLO

Bouchra Khalili
FOTOGALLERIET

In early March 1970, Jean Genet agreed to visit the United States to 
campaign for the Black Panther Party. Asked by the organizers if he could 
travel on short notice, the legendary writer said yes, all his possessions 
fit into a small suitcase. Genet left France the following day, sneaked into 
the US via Canada, and, starting in New York, launched into a dizzying 
two-month tour of American college campuses, accompanied by Black 
Panther Party members. He lectured American students and intellectuals 
on American racism and encouraged them to support the Black Panthers 
and their chairman, Bobby Seale, who was then on trial for murder. 
Although the crowds largely were drawn to Genet’s status as a cult 
figure, he never strayed from the issue he had come to address. 

Bouchra Khalili’s video Twenty-Two Hours, 2018, tells the story of 
Genet’s work with the Panthers while also highlighting the act of story-
telling as an alternative form of historiography. The narrative is deliv-
ered through Quiana and Vanessa, two young Black Americans who are 
filmed as they assemble photographs, film footage, historical docu-
ments, and so on—all relating to Genet’s journey. When they speak—to 
share historical facts or talk among themselves—their voices are toneless 
and flat, as if reading from a script. Yet they themselves are very much 
embodied in the work, whether we see them sitting in a dark room talk-
ing or in close-ups as they stare silently into the camera. The resulting 
dissonance echoes the disconnect between written history and the bodies 
that write, between printed sources and eyewitness testimony, the layer-
ing of which is a central aspect of Twenty-Two Hours. Doug Miranda, 
a former member of the party, is brought in as a witness to Genet’s tour 
and questioned about the specifics of his role as an ally to Black empow-
erment. The work presents the construction of history as a continual 
process for which each new generation needs to take responsibility. 

Bouchra Khalili, 
Twenty-Two Hours, 
2018, digital film,  
4K video, color, 
sound, 45 minutes. 

View of “Rodrigo 
Hernández,” 2020.
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Rodrigo Hernández
HEIDELBERGER KUNSTVEREIN
Hauptstraße 97
September 17–November 20
Rodrigo Hernández’s current exhibition “I Am Nothing” packs a
surreal punch with a rambling display of humble papier-maché and
cardboard sculptures, found objects, and paintings. The artist
combines Giorgio de Chirico’s perspectival metaphysics with
Russian space exploration, poking holes in our conceptions of
time, space, history, and the self.

The show’s title echoes the first words in Patrick Modiano’s 1978
novel Rue des Boutiques Obscures (translated to Missing Person
for English-reading audiences), narrated from the perspective of an
amnesiac detective. Figure 1, 2013, is a humanoid with a hint of a
nose—a peripatetic creature Hernández has dragged along to a
number of exhibitions. Its front is like a fleshy blank slate, while its back carries the weight of the world in newspaper
clippings. It is leaning on Moзаика (Mosaic), 2016, a red school chair carrying a box of objects: a clock face and
mechanical clock gear, a plastic eye, a round bell, and miniature papier-maché works. Who is Figure 1? Modiano’s
protagonist? Walter Benjamin’s angel of history? The artist himself?

Hernández’s paintings are litmus tests of primordial urges. The oil-on-wood I Am Nothing (Dinosaur), 2016, depicts
the titular beast looking askance at a De Chirico piazza. Across from it, Drawing Without Gravity, 2016, is a
recreation of an outer space drawing contraption Russian cosmonaut Alexei Leonov designed, along with a copy of
a sketch of the Earth he made while aboard the Voskhod 2 spacecraft. Konstantin, 2016, discreetly leaning in a
corner, seems at first glace utterly out of place. A slab of inverted L-shaped cardboard, painted white, has been cut
into to cradle a photo album. An upside down portrait of a man with a mustache, of the pornish seventies variety, in
a red shirt, hands tucked into his jeans’ pockets, leans against a wall with one leg up—a quintessential hustler pose.
Here we find desire, another kind of levitation, waiting to taunt us.

— Jo-ey Tang

View of “Rodrigo Hernández: I Am Nothing,”
2016.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY

Rodrigo Hernández - artforum.com / critics' picks https://www.artforum.com/index.php?pn=picks&id=64545&view=...
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Rodrigo Hernández at Pivô
September 26, 2018

Artist: Rodrigo Hernández

Exhibition title: The real world does not take flight

Venue: Pivô, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Date: September 1 – December 23, 2018
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Photography: all images copyright and courtesy of

the artist and Pivô, Sao Paulo

Note: Exhibition booklet can found here

Pivô is pleased to present The real world does not take

flight in its Annual Exhibitions Programme. This is the

first institutional solo exhibition in Brazil by Mexican

artist Rodrigo Hernández and is the outcome of a two

months residency at Pivô, where the artist developed

papier-maché sculptures and an installation directly

on the walls of the exhibition space.

The title is appropriated from the first verse of Polish

poet Wislawa Szymborska’s poem “The real world”.

Szymborska was a Nobel Prize in literature and her

main subjects were daily life, history and nature

articulated in a colloquial language of powerful poetic

effect. Hernández takes inspiration from the relation

between dream and reality suggested in the poem to

create an immersive environment where geometric

patterns painted on the walls relate to the sculptures

hanging on them, so painted forms and

tridimensional reliefs correspond to each other.

The artist departs from the singularity of the

architecture of the exhibition space to create a large-

scale wall painting based on geometric patterns used

in fashion and 60-70’s Op art, covering the space with

color gradients that generate an atmospheric

environment. Papier-maché objects – between

tridimensional paintings and wall sculptures – are

presented in the areas of color transition. Hernández

plays with geometric and organic shapes overlapping

one another, puzzling the relations between

“background” and “figure”. Transformation and

regeneration are the main subjects of moth the

mural and the sculptures.

Working mostly with classical medias and techniques

of art making, including drawing, sculpture and

painting, Hernández is interested in the constitutive

movement of art and image making, from Meso-

American iconography to contemporary art. His

projects vary from object-making within a devoted

studio practice to site-specific and research oriented

projects. He draws on a number of aesthetic

references, which range classical Japanese

printmaking to fashion, and European modernism,

among others, to develop a very personal formal

vocabulary.

Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, The Possibility, 2018, Cardboard,

papier mâché, acrylic paint, oil paint, 43x35x14,5 cm



Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, The Possibility, 2018, Cardboard,

papier mâché, acrylic paint, oil paint, 43x35x14,5 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, My head left the axis, 2018,

Cardboard, papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint,



32x42x49 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, Alive, 2018, Cardboard, papier

mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, 56x81x21,5 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, Why this specific self?, 2018,

Cardboard, papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, 42,5

x 43 x 20 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, Why this specific self?, 2018,

Cardboard, papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, 42,5

x 43 x 20 cm



Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, We, too, can divide ourselves, 2018,

Cardboard, papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, 47 x

43 x 9 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, De-trans-visibility, 2018,

Cardboard, papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint,

31×30,8×14,5 cm

Rodrigo Hernández, These cells, 2018, Cardboard,

wood papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, Variable

dimensions

Rodrigo Hernández, These cells, 2018, Cardboard,

wood papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, Variable

dimensions



Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, The real world does not take flight,

2018, exhibition view, Pivô, Sao Paulo

Rodrigo Hernández, Elsewhere, 2018, Cardboard,

papier mâché , acrylic paint, oil paint, 50x42x12cm

Filed Under: Exhibitions Tagged With: Brazil, Pivô, Rodrigo

Hernández, Sao Paulo
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Bruce Nauman, Untitled, 1967, wax over plaster with

rope, 43 x 66 x 11.5 cm. Courtesy: Daros Collection,

Switzerland, © Bruce Nauman / 2018, ProLitteris,

Zurich

Bruce Nauman, ‘Disappearing Acts’Bruce Nauman, ‘Disappearing Acts’

Schaulager

17 March – 26 August

The Schaulager enjoys immense resources;

its founder, Maja Oeri, a trustee of the

Museum of Modern Art, New York, and a

major donor to its collection, is honoured

with a MoMA gallery in her name. Bruce

Nauman’s detailed survey exhibition,

created in collaboration with that New
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Rodrigo Hernández, Zapaya, 2017, cardboard, wood,

oil paint, 36 x 30 x 15 cm. Courtesy: the artist, Galeria

Madragoa, Lisbon, ChertLüdde Gallery, Berlin and

P420, Bologna

Rodrigo HernaRodrigo Herna ́ndez, ‘The gourd andndez, ‘The gourd and

the catfish’the catfish’

SALTS

15 June - 25 August

Opening 6-10pm, Thursday 14 June, with a

performance by Khairani Barokka at

6.30pm

While Art Basel is in full swing Samuel

Leuenberger will be best-known as

curator of the Parcours project, but for

many years he has run his own project

space (in his own home) in the Birsfelden

suburb, now co-curating it with Elise

Lammer. How do you catch a catfish with

a gourd? This is the 15th century Japanese

koan that inspires Mexican artist Rodrigo

Herna ́ndez’s presentation. Herna ́ndez

picks enigmatic phrases and ideas from

sources as disparate as his visual

references. (At Salts he will show

sculptures, a mural and relief pieces

embedded in the wall.) Since 2013, each

fair season at Salts has also included ‘The

Printed Room’, a literary project initiated

by Quinn Latimer, which Harry Burke now

programmes in its final chapter. The

diminutive space will host two

complementary projects: Formidable

Sparkles by Bhanu Kapil, and Selected

Annahs by Khairani Barokka.

Across the river from SALTS, The Tinguely

Museum hosts Gerda Stein & Jörg

Lenzlinger’s labyrinthine production,

while an exhibition of works by Gauri Gill

opens on 12 June at 6.30pm.

Kimiyo Mishima, left to right: Comic Book 17-S7,

2017; Work 15-CS, 2015; Work 17-Tape Measure 4, 2017,

all printed and painted ceramic. Courtesy: Taka Ishii

Gallery, Tokyo; photograph: Serge Hasenböhler

Kimiyo Mishima, ‘Paintings andKimiyo Mishima, ‘Paintings and

Sculptures’Sculptures’

Anne Mosseri-Marlio

8 June – 13 July

Advertisement



Art Basel 2018: Swiss Institute director Simon Castets' picks for what to see outside the fair

Editor's Note Simon Castets is director of Swiss Institute, an independent non-profit contemporary art
institution dedicated to promoting forward-thinking and experimental art making through innovative exhibitions
and programs.

Credit: Courtesy Moneta Sleet/Theaster Gates

Written by Simon Castets

Arts

Art Basel 2018: Swiss Institute director Simon Castets' picks
for what to see outside the fair
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Rodrigo Hernández at Salts, Basel,
Switzerland
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Installation view of “Rodrigo Hernández: The Gourd & The Fish,” 2018, at SALTS, Basel, Switzerland.

GUNNAR MEIER/COURTESY THE ARTIST, CHERTLÜDDE, BERLIN, MADRAGOA, LISBON, AND P420, BOLOGNA

Pictures at an Exhibition presents images of one notable show every weekday.

Today’s show:Today’s show:  “Rodrigo Hernández: The Gourd & The Fish” is on view at Salts in

Basel, Switzerland, through Saturday, August 25. The solo exhibition is curated by Elise

Lammer and Samuel Leuenberger.
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I' ve been coming to Basel for years, both as a consummate art lover and in my role as
director of Swiss Institute. Over the course of my many trips to the city -- filled with visits
to some of the world's best museums, and meetings with artists and curators -- I've

always been impressed by how vital art is to the city's urban identity. It can be found almost
everywhere you look, at the highest quality, in a city with fewer than 200,000 inhabitants.

So while Art Basel is the major draw this time of year, it's far from the only show in town. Here
are some of the most exciting exhibitions to look out for beyond of the main event:

Summer exhibitions at SALTS

READ NEXT
'Film looks, video sees': Tacita Dean's
mission to save celluloid

SALTS, tucked away in the city's outskirts on the banks of the Birs river, is one of the most
exciting contemporary art institutions in Basel. The space is run by Samuel Leuenberger and
curated by Elise Lammer. In addition to their astute selection of today's most compelling artists,
what sets SALTS apart is their innovative approach to site-specificity. Each exhibition engages
with the non-traditional gallery space in a fascinating way -- sometimes completely transforming
it, other times enacting subtle, poetic gestures.

This week, they're opening solo exhibitions by artists Rodrigo Hernández and Jumana Manna,
along with exhibitions by Bhanu Kapil and Khairani Barokka in the Printed Room, their space
dedicated to the display of literary objects and printed materials.

Exhibitions by Rodrigo Hernandez, Jumana Manna, Bhanu Kapil and Khairani Barokka are on at
SALTS until Aug. 24, 2018.

'Luke Willis Thompson: _Human' at Kunsthalle Basel

READ NEXT
Lawsuits, forgeries and family feuds: The
afterlives of famous artists
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Rodrigo Hernández
CHERTLÜDDE
Ritterstrasse 2A
September 15–November 11

Where is this beloved Eva, whose name is incorporated into the

title for Rodrigo Hernández’s current exhibition and serves as the

namesake for each work within it? She is in the past: a onetime

lover of Picasso, who inscribed her name on a piece of

gingerbread in his 1912 collaged painting Guitar: “J’aime Eva.”

There’s something cruelly comedic, of course, in etching one’s

love into a cheap edible, destined to go stale. Hernández’s show

converts this spirit of perverse amour into a series of relief

paintings—done in oil, acrylic, wood, and papier-mâché—that

radiate Cubism’s influence without disappearing into it.

In Evá, 2017, a green parrot sits in profile, its body broken into

curvy chunks by a slender brick chimney. Both bird and object are

grounded by blue within a sharp ellipse, red-edged and

reminiscent of a distended Lucio Fontana slit or, for those with a

Freudian penchant, certain anatomical features. Outside this

circumference, it’s all midnight blue, except for some white lines

suggesting a grand cosmic schema. But loftiness is drained

from the picture by the parrot’s silliness—one dotted eye stares

blankly—and the work’s shoebox dimensions, which suggest an extremely well-crafted children’s project.

Another piece called Eva, 2017, finds a square support broken into a few angular planes. A single black spot

could be an eye, and yellow and brown sections could be sandy hair. But it’s hard to know; the work is comically

myopic, like a mashed cartoon. Dotingly executed, such works evidence Hernández’s ability to circumvent the

smothering power of his own modernist references. Throughout, his cubist paraphrases are rendered in a

storybook aesthetic, heightened by a band of blue painted across the gallery wall, like rising water. The

exhibition expresses a strange desire not just to play in the theater of artistic inheritance, but to sally forth with

the prescribed artistic roles provided therein.

— Mitch Speed

Rodrigo Hernández, Eva, 2017, oil, acrylic,

w ood, papier-mâché, 12 x 14 x 7".
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and resembles a scaled-up version of a whice marble 
statuette frorn thc Cycladic period in Greece. This 
man traveled to Heidelberg and occupied a cen

trai position in the cxhibition. The fìgurc was to be 
surrounded by various sculpturcs that looked like 
everyday objects, as well as paintings and drawings. 
For Hem ndez, che objects that hc, che figure, was 
to receivc werc supposcd to be thc basic, quotidian 
things that we relate to as we move through li fe. At che 
same time, che objcc1s wcre mcant to fai I to pcrforrn 
that role of relacabilicy, as chey were designed no rema in 
unfamiliar, unrccogniz.ablc and distant. For cxarnplc, 
an appie made of painccd papier-m eh is ac once an 
appie and a work of art. Thc objcm are enigmatie. 
Thcy are meant to be puzzling 10 che man, but 1hey 
are also real sculpturcs. The projccc is a kind of 
meta-reAcccion on the ace of making and itS relation 
to how we makc mcaning in thc world. 

To put that rather dense idea into some kind of 
perspeccive, Hcrnándcz is drawn tO Surrcalism 6 
parricularly de Chiricois lengthy experiment in 
hermeticism, in which hc attcmptcd co conceal literal 
rneaning in his arrwork. To inhabit one of de 
Chiricois psychological landscapcs is likc being in 
oucer space; it is an opportuniry co rethink che way 
wc do the most basic things on carth: how wc cry, 
how wc clcan a glass

,. how wc open a door There 
is che potential to chini< and see 

through che lens of a chi Id, cesting and quescioning 
the way wc do the sirnplest activities in our everyday 
lives. Hernánde·:'s Figure J is meant 10 be like a conduit 
for reAccting upon our Status in che world. Hc, thc 
figure, encounters objccts for che fìrst cime wichout 
any concext and muse makc sensc of them ancw. 
How do we know 1hat an appie is something wc 
consume' And why do we pick it up, bitc into it and 
chcw' 

This idea IO question ali a priori assumptions about 
basic aspé-Cts of lifc occurred to Hern ndez long bcforc 
his are education. His parencs sene him IO a Japanese 
imrnersion school in Mexico City unti I che age of 
scvemecn. The school was established in che late 
1970s for the farnilies ofJapanesc business pcoplc in 
Mexico. Hernández was one of che only srudents 
without any Japanesc background. Hc was taught by 
Japanese teachers who did 1101 speak Spanish. So a1 
an early agc, he learncd a forcign languagc and 
was introduced to an alicn culture. Most 
importantly, he did noc learn through 1ranslation or 
by comparison to Mcxican culture, but through 
imagcs, gesrures and repeticivc accions. This 
intuitive, irnmcrsivc cducation involved a mode of 
translation from ideograms and drawings co 
languagc and vice versa. For instancc, in Japancsc, 
thc character for the word mountain is derived 
from an image of a mountain. At the same time, 
unountain, when placed next to anochcr character, 
may suddenly 58 JUNE / JUI.Y / AUGUST 2017 
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Les mots et les images 
Amy Zion on the enigma tic art of Rodrigo Hernández 

I met che artist Rodrigo Hernández (b. 1983, Mexico) 
one ycar ago, when he was on a residency in New York. 
He invitcd me to his studio and we began an ongoing 
dialogue. In that first meeting in his apartmcnt and 
work space in llrooklyn, wc sat at a dcsk hc had set up 
, n front of che windows of 111s bed room, lookmg out 
at a nondcsc:ript, semi-industriai landscapc. Hc would 
sittherc and observc the liglll as it rdlccted off of rhrec 
ne,ghboring buildings, 1wo painred differcnt shadcs of 
yellow and one brick, set against a pia in blue sky. Ovcr 
thc course of his six months stationed in the room, he 
produced rwclve simple compositions of chis same 
scene in oil on board (U111irfed [NY Pai111i11gs] (2016)). 
Similar in size and subject ro Etei Adnanis medirations 
on Moum Tamalpais, his compositions wcre more hard 
cdged, graphic and focuscd on recording che subtle 
changcs in light ac diffcrcnt poims of rhc day and under 
diffcrcnt mcrcorological circumstanccs. Ar rhe time, the 
works sccmed t0 be an auxiliary practicc, more a form 
of mcditarion and daily ritual than a series connccted 
to his main prcoccupations. 

In broad terms, Hernándcz makcs sculptural installa· 
tions, small paintings and drawings relaced to autoficcivc 
narratives. His practice concerns inccllectually abstract 
subject mattcr indebted to exiscentialism, Surrealism, 
Mcxican art history, pre-Columbian culture and an end• 
lcss lise of literary referenccs including Patrick Modiano, 
Robert \'ilalscr,Juan Rulfo and llern Portcr 6 to namc 
che mosr recenc. Much of his wol"k particularly the 
charactcrs found in his drawings  is inspired by a 
sub-profcssional acsrhctic: momcntS in visual culture 
th:it bcrrny a lack of rotal formalization cvidcncc of 
persona! flourishes by unknown artisrs, visiblc in 
objccrs meanc for public use or display. Likewisc, he is 
attracrcd IO drawings by non·artisrs, such as those by 

Konstanti n Tsiol kovsky, a Soviet scienrist who produced 
annorated illuscrarions rclated to carly Russian space 
cxploration. Or work by chi(d,-en, an area of study rhat 
reccntly inspircd an installacion, The Shakiest ofThings 
(2017), which hc produccd and finishcd with thc aid of 
locai youth ,n an cxh1b111on at Kun?, 111 Riga. 

Hcrnández was born and raised in Mexico Ciry, 
which hc itill considers t0 be homc. Hc srudied Mcxican 
history and philosophy at tmiversiry bcfore switching to 
art, and finished his degree in Karlsruhe, Germany. Fol· 
lowing encouragement from his teacher, che arcist Silvia 
B chi i, he scayed in Karlsruhe and pursucd a mastcris 
degree thcre. B chi i became a source of inspiracion, a 
men tor whom he now credirs wich changing his way 
of thinking about an and what it might be. In 2013, 
Hern ndez concinued his studies at rhc Jan van Eyck 
Acadcmic in Maastricht, Nerherlands. In 2015 hc spenc 
anothcr ycar in Europc, at che Laurcnz-J-laus in !lasci. 
Conscqucntly, he dcvclopcd a network in Europc, and 
whcn wc mcr in New York hc was planning a solo cxhi
bition at thc Hcidelbcrgcr Kunstvcrcin, which opcnccl 
this past Novcmber. (By coincidence, H chli reccivecl 
an invitation to exhibit at the museum and they timed 

their cxhibitions to coincide.) 
The exhibition in Heidelberger was titlcd J A.m 

Nothing. lt began as just a concept, an allusion to 
che first li ne of Modiano's nove! M,:ssing Person ( 1978), 
in which the main characcer obsesses over che disap• 
pearancc of his own footSteps as he moves through thc 
world. Hernándcz was thinking about what it mcans 
tO strip man of cvcrything, including the abiliry 
tO find m�aning in lifc. Since 2013, hc has produccd 
installarions ccntered around a simplc, human-sizc 
anthropomorphic figure titlcd simply Figure I (2013). 
lt is made of papier·m eh on a srainlcss·srecl frame 
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create a chird, totally new word divorced f om any 
direct rclationshi p bccween the cwo individuai charac• 
cers. The words were always explained through small, 
simplc diagrams and ncvcr in rclation ro Spanish. Or 
rhc samc phrascs wcrc uscd daily unti I thcir mcaning 
became clear. Eventually pronunciation was incroduced, 
bue his primary educacion was based on reading and 
extracting me,rning from images. 

Hernández/s cxpericnce ar this Japancsc school and 
his carly cxposurc ro sccing thc world through rhe lcns 
of a radically diffcrcnt culture informs his generai ap
pl'Oach co arcmaking. He would wacch the scudencs in 
Section A  che most immersive section for srudencs 

plannint, co rewrn to Japan  eat cheir lunches, and 
hc rcalizcd rhcrc werc tOtally diffcrcnr ways of cloing 
thc most cormnon ritualisric activities. lnstcad of be
ginning from thc premise that we all know what the 
world is, that it is one ching, and chat an artist can find 
some sorc of A.rchimedean poi ne above it, from which 
she looks down and produces art ancl commentary, 
his work rcmains sruck in the swamp of thc world; ir 
trics ro umdcrstand, fìrst and forcmost, what are thc 
consensuscs and disagrcements wc have abouc che 
world  why, far instance, is a picee of writing paper 
white and square; or why is an exhibition, with ics 
standard formulas and timespans, likc a dark suit that 
all havc agrced t◊ wear t() work cvcryday. 
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Some of che NY Paincings were include<! in ùie 
exhibition in Heidelberg, and over time, through our 
conversations, I began to understand the works( con· 

nccrion ro rhe rcst of Hcrnándcz's projcctS. Alrhough 
hc is intcrestcd in thc meditative aspcctS of drawing 
and painting, ùie fa adcs take on a different meaning 
whcn placed in the concext of Figure i, of painrings 
inspired by Tsiolkovskyis drawings, or of che artist/s 
continuai fascination with Magritte's approach to 
languagc. In Magrittc's Les mots et /es images (1929), 
thcre is a small drawing of a brick wall with a caption 
that rcads (in translacion): an object thac makcs 
you think there are other objects behind it. The 
walls in Hern ndezis painting in some ways act as 
barriers to me..=ining, bar� ring cntry into thc picturc in 
ordcr ro makc scnsc of it. Thcy kecp you on thc 
surface of the work, inside thc cxhibition with Figure 
I, trying to sort out the world anew alongside him. 

·n,ar is a rathcr simplistic and I iterai interpretation.
lt is rempting to reach for meaning when it dangl� so 

low r.o thc ground likc rhis, whcreas most (>f Hern ndczrs 
paintings and drawings deliberatcly rcsist such smooth 
explication. For instance, silhouettes rcsemblingFigure 
i and brick fa ades appear in other paintings,such as a 
small, criangularoil on wood tided A Remù1der(\Ylho11eeds 
youevery 111i11111e) (2016). In it, a simplifìcd human figure 
stands in front of a brick wall framcd by two whitc walls. 
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